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PRELIMINARY DRAFT SUPPLEMENTARY AND AMENDING BUDGET No 6
TO THE BUDGET FOR 2002

STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE BY SECTION
Section I – Parliament
Section II – Council

Section III – Commission
Section V – Court of Auditors

Section VI – Economic and Social Committee
 Section VIII - Part A- European Ombudsman

Section VIII – Part B – European Data-protection Supervisor

Having regard to:

- the Treaty establishing the European Community, and in particular Article 272 thereof,

- the Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Community, and in particular Article 177
thereof,

- the Financial Regulation of 21 December 1977 applicable to the general budget of the European
Communities,1 as last amended by Regulation No 762/2001 of 9 April 2001,2 and in particular
Article 15 thereof,

The European Commission hereby presents to the budgetary authority the draft supplementary and
amending budget No 6 to the 2002 budget for the reasons set out in the explanatory memorandum.

***

                                                
1 OJ L 356, 31.12.1977, p.1.
2 OJ L 111, 20.4.2001, p. 1.
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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM

1. INTRODUCTION

At the conciliation meeting in July the budgetary authority decided not to use the flexibility
instrument for heading 5 to cover the additional requirements in 2003 resulting from
preparations for the forthcoming enlargement. These additional requirements had been
announced in the two reports by the Secretaries-General and were subsequently confirmed in
the various institutions' statements of estimates.

Instead, the budgetary authority encouraged the institutions to carry out a “frontloading”
exercise. The purpose of this operation is to collect the appropriations remaining available for
2002 and transfer them to the budget lines where they can be used to bring forward to 2002
the expenditure initially planned for 2003. The appropriations for these budget lines in the
2003 budget will then be reduced by the amount brought forward to 2002.

The margin resulting from this reduction in 2003 will then cover the requirements which
cannot be covered in any other way under the current heading 5 ceiling. This relates in
particular to the 500 outside staff which the Commission has requested from the budgetary
authority to prepare for enlargement. The operation will also provide the European Parliament
with additional appropriations in 2003 to pursue its policy of early repayment on buildings.
Finally, it will increase the final margin for heading 5 in 2003, boosting the institutions'
capacity to cope with unforeseen requirements which might arise in 2003, a decisive year for
enlargement preparations.

The purpose of this preliminary draft supplementary and amending budget (PDSAB) is to
redeploy the appropriations which will not be used in 2002 to budget lines in which
expenditure can be brought forward. The use of a PDSAB rather than transfers is largely due
to the interinstitutional nature of the operation. Some institutions are also using this PDSAB
to make internal transfers within their Section. These transfers are not linked directly to the
frontloading exercise, but form apart of the development of multiannual programming of
some of the expenditure linked with preparations for enlargement.

2. THE BACKGROUND TO THIS PDSAB

When the Commission analysed the outturn of the appropriations for 2001 after closure of the
accounts, it found that all the Community institutions had cancelled a substantial amount of
administrative appropriations. At the conciliation meeting of 11 July the budgetary authority
decided that as many as possible of the unused 2002 appropriations should be drawn on for
the planned frontloading exercise. In early October 2002 the institutions' Secretaries-General
met representatives of Parliament's Committee on Budgets to estimate how many of the
unused 2002 appropriations could be included in the exercise.

The Commission departments then sent a letter to the Secretaries-General of the other
institutions asking them to take part in the frontloading exercise as promised during the
meeting. This PDSAB is based on the institutions' replies to this letter. The total amount of
appropriations which the institutions say can be used comes to €80.13 million.
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On the basis of an estimate of appropriations available and identification of the budget lines
for which expenditure could be brought forward, Parliament adopted specific amendments to
the 2003 budget at first reading in connection with the frontloading exercise and reduced the
appropriations for these headings.

Parliament also adopted amendments to use part of the additional margin resulting from these
reductions. These amendments restored the appropriations needed by the Commission for the
500 outside staff projected for enlargement and adjusted the budgets of the other institutions.
They also increased Parliament's appropriations for taking part in the operation so that it could
continue its policy of early repayment on buildings in 2003.

The budgetary authority should approve this SAB at the same time as its two arms agree on
the 2003 budget to ensure consistency between these two elements in the budgetary
frontloading exercise. The Council is also contributing to this exercise through an internal
transfer of €3 million which will allow it to bring forward some of the expenditure involved in
publishing the body of Community law. As this amount is not contained in the PDSAB, this
will come to €77.13 million.

3. UNUSED 2002 APPROPRIATIONS

Overall, there are a number of reasons why the institutions cannot use all their appropriations
in 2002:

� Salaries for the period July 2002-December 2002 have not risen as much as forecast when the
2002 budget was established. The 2002 budget expected a rise of 2.7% for
July 2002-December 2002 while the actual rise is only 2%.

� The rate of occupancy for vacant posts has been lower than some institutions planned. The
fear of a cut of €34 million in appropriations for remunerations compared with the preliminary
draft budget for 2003 led the Commission to display a cautious approach to recruitment in
mid-2002. OLAF has had a number of problems in filling all its vacant posts compared with
the original plan. The Court of Auditors is also experiencing difficulties in recruiting (as well
as keeping) some officials in Luxembourg. The flat-rate abatement for the Court of Justice
proved a little too low in 2002 (2.5%), less than the 3% abatement planned in the 2003 budget
after Parliament's first reading.

� Neither Parliament nor the Commission have used all their provisional appropriations and
Parliament failed to use some of its contingency reserve.

� Budgetary savings have resulted from Parliament's early payment of €165 million to speed up
the financing of the Louise Weiss building in Strasbourg.

� Various savings have resulted from the administrative balances and, in general, certain
one-off cases in which the appropriations required have been lower than initially planned and
the programming up to the end of 2002 has been revised accordingly.
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4. BRINGING EXPENDITURE FORWARD FROM 2003 TO 2002

As the budgetary authority emphasised at the conciliation meeting in July 2002, the first
expenditure to be brought forward to be covered by the unused 2002 appropriations is
expenditure on the publication of secondary legislation in the languages of the new candidate
countries. Of the €29 million initially planned in 2003, €25.6 million can already be
committed in 2002 to initiate the orders needed for publication. The Commission should
commit €8.7 million in 2002 (including €1 million from the savings made in 2002 under the
line for the Official Journal, so that the increase needed by the Commission for 2002 will be
only €7.7 million) and the Council €16.9 million (including €3 million from its internal
transfer which is not therefore included in this PDSAB, bringing the Council's increase in the
PDSAB to €13.9 million). The 2003 appropriations for the publication of the body of
Community law which cannot be brought forward to 2002 - €3.4 million - will have to be
provided in the 2003 budget. After all the appropriations connected with publication of the
body of Community law were deleted on Parliament's first reading, this amount will have to
be restored on second reading.

Some of the acquisitions of goods or services originally planned for 2003 can now be brought
forward to 2002. This applies in particular to the renewal of some computer and
telecommunications equipment. The Commission is able to bring forward €6.5 million for this
type of operation.

Finally, most of the Commission's leases require payment of the rent at the start of each
quarter. As in previous years, this means that the rent for the first quarter of a year will be
committed and paid in December of the previous year, i.e. by 31 December 2002 in the case
of the rent for the first quarter of 2003. In this PDSAB, and in line with the rent-related
amendments voted by Parliament on first reading, it is planned to pay these amounts from the
2002 appropriations and not by bring forward appropriations from 2003. If there are any
difficulties in implementing these payments in 2002, the Commission will request a
non-automatic carryover of these appropriations to make up for the reduction of
appropriations in 2003. It is proposed that €48.9 million be used for this purpose from
Chapter A-20 in 2002.

5. EXPANDING OPERATIONS IN 2002

The Court of Justice and Court of Auditors propose using this PDSAB to boost certain lines
for the preparation of enlargement in 2002 from unused appropriations in their section. The
increase in 2002 comes to €0.15 million for the Court of Justice and €0.5 million for the Court
of Auditors. The grounds for these increases are set out in the specific paragraphs dealing
with these institutions. This €0.65 million is therefore not available for the frontloading
exercise; this explains the difference between the €80.13 million resulting from savings in
2002 and the €79.48 million which must be cut from the 2003 budget under this exercise.

6. THE SITUATION IN EACH INSTITUTION

At the end of every year Parliament presents a transfer of appropriations to collect unused
appropriations and redeploy them to lines where they can be used to bring forward the
repayment of expenditure on its buildings (the redeployment transfer). This year Parliament
intends to use this PDSAB as the instrument for redeploying administrative appropriations.
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In 2002 this redeployment exercise produced €42.7 million, 46% from budget savings
resulting from early payments on buildings at the start of the year, 23% from personnel
appropriations as a result of vacant posts and a lower salary adjustment, 16% from reserves
and the rest from the administrative balance, particularly as regards the cleaning and
maintenance of technical equipment and the restaurant and canteen sector.

Not all the technical, legal and financial conditions are met for Parliament to continue the
financing of buildings in the near future. In these circumstances, Parliament intends to use the
frontloading exercise to obtain extra appropriations in 2003. Of the €42.7 million identified
by the redeployment exercise, Parliament should recover €35 million in 2003, while the
remainder will increase the margin in heading 5 and help the Commission finance its
additional enlargement-related requirements.

Parliament is also contributing €0.87 million to the publication of secondary legislation in
connection with enlargement. This amount is not included in the frontloading exercise and
will have to be financed from the 2003 budget.

The Council is one of the institutions which is likely and ready to bring forward expenditure
from 2003 to 2002 because of its specific responsibilities for publishing the body of
Community law. Of the €18 million needed to publish its part of the acquis communautaire
over the period 2002-03, the Council could already commit €16.9 million in 2002. Following
the amendments during Parliament's first reading which deleted the whole of the €18 million
planned for the special reserve financing the acquis communautaire, the difference between
the Council's requirements for 2003 (which the Publications Office recently revalued at
€18.56 million) and the €1.66 million covered by the frontloading exercise will have to be
reincorporated into the 2003 budget at second reading.

The Council has also identified savings of €3 million which can be used in the frontloading
exercise. These appropriations will be transferred to the budget lines relating to publication of
the acquis by means of an internal Council Regulation. The balance of appropriations needed
in 2002 - €13.9 million - is provided by this PDSAB.

The administrative appropriations remaining available to the Commission in 2002 are
estimated at €26.7 million. €5 million has been saved by OLAF, largely because of the posts
now vacant (although the occupancy rate is increasing now that there are lists of suitable
candidates), €9 million has been saved on remunerations and pensions, €3.6 million is
available from the DGs' decentralised expenditure (technical assistance, conferences) and the
remainder comes from unused provisional appropriations and one-off aspects of current
management such as the failure to use the balance of the subsidy for the European Schools
and lower expenditure in 2002 on consolidation and recruitment.

Together with the Council, the Commission is the main institution which is prepared to bring
expenditure forward from 2003 to 2002. Accordingly, it is the main recipient of
appropriations identified as unnecessary by the various institutions. This PDSAB will thus
increase by €62.6 million the total appropriations for 2002 in the Commission budget lines
concerned. The lines benefiting from these increases will see their 2003 appropriations
reduced by the same amount in relation to the draft budget. The remarks for some of these
lines have been amended to show clearly that the appropriation has been adjusted under the
frontloading exercise.
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As in the case of the Council, the 2003 appropriations for publication of secondary legislation
will have to be adjusted in relation to Parliament's first reading to cover the 2003
requirements which cannot be brought forward to 2002; the €0.87 million involved takes
account of the Publication Office's revaluation of the Commission's contribution for the
period 2002-03.

The Court of Justice has pinpointed savings, mainly in connection with remunerations, as a
direct result of the rate of vacant posts in relation to the flat-rate abatement for 2002, a lower
average rate of staff rotation than expected (reducing expenses on entry and termination of
service) and the lower rate for the salary adjustment. The Court of Justice has identified
further savings in 2002 in connection with the cleaning and maintenance of technical
installations and telephone charges. In accordance with certain operations planned from the
2003 budget, the Court of Justice is also using this PDSAB to make an internal adjustment of
€150 000 in its budget to cover the acquisition of computer equipment. Strictly speaking, this
amount does not form part of the frontloading exercise.

The Court of Auditors has mainly pinpointed savings in connection with remunerations.
Apart from the lower rate for the salary adjustment, these savings are the direct result of the
difficulties it experiences in filling vacant posts in Luxembourg with officials who are
specialised in its field of activities.

The Court of Auditors too is proposing to use this SAB to adjust appropriations within
Section V. As part of the preparations for the forthcoming enlargement, the Court of Auditors
has to finance studies and the additional work necessary for equipping the conference room
now being built with 22 interpreting booths. The fact that these booths can be incorporated in
the conference room while it is being built leads to a considerable saving. The Court plans to
make the room available to all the Community institutions and bodies based in Luxembourg.

The Court is also contributing €1.65 million to the frontloading exercise by means of transfer
of appropriations No 36/2002 approved by the budgetary authority in October 2002. This
transfer is the result of an agreement between the institution and the budgetary authority
during the 2003 budgetary procedure to delay construction and thus the financing of the
second extension to its main building in Luxembourg and to use part of the appropriations
entered in the 2002 budget for the first tranche for bringing forward some of the expenditure
initially planned for 2003.

The Economic and Social Committee has pinpointed savings in connection with
remunerations due to the fact that the salary adjustment is lower than expected. It has also
pinpointed savings in connection with interpreting in relation to what was forecast.

The European Ombudsman has also pinpointed savings in 2002 in connection with office
equipment and vehicles. In addition, there has been no need to use the study appropriations in
2002. Some of the appropriations provided for meetings have not been used either now that
the meeting between the Ombudsman and the regional ombudsmen in Europe has been
postponed to 2003.

Finally, the delay in installing the European Data Protection Officer (EDPS) means that the
appropriations provided for him in Section VIII B of the budget can now devoted entirely to
the frontloading exercise.
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7. SUMMARY OF THE OPERATION

The following table summarises the appropriations for each institution which have been
reduced or increased by this PDSAB. This table also allows to deduct the adjustments to the
2003 budget, to be done in the framework of the 2003 budget procedure. Most of these
adjustments were already provided for in Parliament's first reading. A final adjustment will
have to be made on second reading to the lines for publication of the Official Journal (in the
Council and the Commission), the line for rents (A-200) and possibly to the Commission line
for furniture.

Section BUDGET 2002 Reduction in 
PDSAB

Increase in 
PDSAB

PDSAB result 
2002 

Parliament 1.035.000.000 -42.690.000 0 992.310.000
Council 401.882.000 0 13.900.000 415.782.000
Commission 3.388.941.760 -26.719.000 62.579.169 3.424.801.929
Court of Justice 147.951.626 -2.475.000 150.000 145.626.626
Court of Auditors 84.753.280 -1.674.669 500.000 83.578.611
Economic and Social Committee 78.343.128 -2.248.500 0 76.094.628
Committee of the Regions 36.405.018 0 0 36.405.018
Ombudsman 3.912.326 -50.000 0 3.862.326
EDPS 1.272.000 -1.272.000 0 0
TOTAL 5.178.461.138 -77.129.169 77.129.169 5.178.461.138
Internal transfer, Council -3.000.000 3.000.000
TOTAL -80.129.169 80.129.169
Increase not linked to frontloading 650.000
Frontloading, balance 79.479.169

The following tables provide details for each institution.

Section Line Heading BUDGET 2002 Reduction, 
PDSAB

Increase PDSAB PDSAB, result 
2002Parliament 1006 General expenditure allowance 26.979.372 -148.000 26.831.372

1030 Retirement pensions 7.200.000 -66.000 7.134.000
1050 Language courses 600.000 -120.000 480.000
1051 Data-processing courses 120.000 -75.000 45.000
1100 Basic salaries 245.779.800 -3.405.000 242.374.800
1101 Family allowances 21.971.758 -500.000 21.471.758
1102 Expatriation and foreign residence allowances (including Article 97 of the ECSC 34.776.263 -800.000 33.976.263
1130 Insurance against sickness 8.695.300 -95.000 8.600.300
115 Overtime 1.341.000 -135.000 1.206.000
1182 Installation, resettlement and transfer allowances 1.653.376 -500.000 1.153.376
1183 Removal expenses 1.362.270 -500.000 862.270
1184 Temporary daily subsistence allowances 1.633.900 -500.000 1.133.900
1191 Provisional appropriation 4.451.533 -3.500.000 951.533
1301 Mission expenses 16.950.510 -280.000 16.670.510
1840 Current operating expenditure 800.000 -350.000 450.000
1880 Miscellaneous expenditure on recruitment 650.000 -320.000 330.000
2000 Rent  and annual lease payments 182.645.788 -19.524.000 163.121.788
202 Water, gas, electricity and heating 8.536.087 -164.000 8.372.087
203 Cleaning and maintenance 21.612.317 -950.000 20.662.317
205 Security and surveillance of buildings 17.613.000 -989.000 16.624.000
208 Other expenditure on buildings 2.144.000 -35.000 2.109.000
2102 Outside assistance in connection with the operation, development and 18.130.000 -450.000 17.680.000
230 Stationery and office supplies 3.030.000 -180.000 2.850.000
2340 Miscellaneous insurance 210.500 -40.000 170.500
2342 Miscellaneous expenditure on internal meetings 1.300.000 -92.000 1.208.000
2360 Postage on correspondence and delivery charges 1.505.000 -30.000 1.475.000
2361 Telephone, telegraph, telex, television 8.108.000 -830.000 7.278.000
260 Limited consultations, studies and surveys, STOA programme 2.550.000 -300.000 2.250.000
3709 Contributions to international organisations 25.000 -5.000 20.000
3910 Secretarial expenses 92.250.000 -932.000 91.318.000
10 0 PROVISIONAL APPROPRIATIONS 19.623.412 -3.697.691 15.925.721
10 1 CONTINGENCY RESERVE 9.900.000 -3.177.309 6.722.691

Parliament - Total 1.035.000.000 -42.690.000 0 992.310.000
Council 270 Official Journal 9.395.000 13.900.000 23.295.000

Council - Total 401.882.000 0 13.900.000 415.782.000
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Section Line Heading BUDGET 2002 Reduction, 
PDSAB

Increase PDSAB PDSAB result 
2002

A-1100 Basic salaries 1.016.132.000 -2.500.000 1.013.632.000
A-1191 Possible adjustments to remunerations 17.936.000 -4.000.000 13.936.000
A-1991 Possible adjustments to pensions 8.827.000 -2.500.000 6.327.000
A-200 Rent and ground rent 186.946.000 48.379.169 235.325.169
A-2030 Cleaning and maintenance 29.250.000
A-2040 Refurbishment of premises 9.950.000
A-221 Furniture 1.713.000
A-230 Stationery and office supplies 7.700.000 1.000.000 8.700.000
A-240 Postal charges 4.556.000 500.000 5.056.000
A-2411 Purchase and installation of equipment 19.350.000 1.500.000 20.850.000
A-2421 Equipment and software for departmental systems 29.400.000 3.500.000 32.900.000
A-2520 European Coal and Steel Community Consultative Committee 520.000 -60.000 460.000
A-3270 European Schools - Remunerations and social security contributions 85.239.877 -3.900.000 81.339.877
A-340 Official Journal 27.000.000 7.700.000 34.700.000
A-3410 General publications 2.000.000 -204.000
A-3411 Priority publications programme 2.500.000 -240.000 2.260.000
A-343 Codification and consolidation of Community law 11.000.000 -2.500.000 8.500.000
A-360 Anti-fraud Office (OLAF) 39.724.000 -5.020.000 34.704.000
A-4020 Interinstitutional competitions - miscellaneous expenditure on recruitment 6.350.000 -1.500.000 4.850.000
A-7002 Technical and administrative assistance 13.416.000 -1.900.000 11.516.000
A-7009 Possible adjustments to remunerations 503.000 -150.000 353.000
A-7033 Other ECSC commissions and committees 614.000 -150.000 464.000
A-7040 Conferences, congresses and meetings organised by the institution 9.024.000 -1.300.000 7.724.000
A-10 0 Provisional appropriations 795.000 -795.000 0

Commission - Total 3.388.941.760 -26.719.000 62.579.169 3.424.801.929

Section Line Heading BUDGET 2002 Reduction, 
PDSAB

Increase PDSAB PDSAB result 
2002

1100 Basic salaries 17.674.000 -2.700.000 14.974.000

1101 Family allowances 2.127.000 -800.000 1.327.000
1102 Expatriation and foreign residence allowances (incl. Art. 97 ECSC Staff Regs.) 2.370.000 -500.000 1.870.000
1171 Support services for the translation service 50.000 -40.000 10.000
1184 Temporary daily subsistence allowances 393.000 -180.000 213.000
1191 Possible adjustments to remunerations 328.000 -328.000 0
1300 Mission expenses, travel expenses and incidental expenditure 1.418.000 -32.000 1.386.000
2600 Limited consultations, studies and surveys 50.000 -25.000 25.000
3001 Controls, studies and analysis in connection with the fight against fraud 2.245.000 -215.000 2.030.000
3010 Actions intended to provide protection of the euro against counterfeiting 300.000 -200.000 100.000

OLAF - Total -5.020.000 0

Commission OLAF 
Annex

Commission

Section Line Heading BUDGET 2002 Reduction, 
PDSAB

Increase PDSAB PDSAB, result 
2002

1000 Basic salaries 7.912.000 -200.000 7.712.000
1100 Basic salaries 68.558.198 -1.900.000 66.658.198
2001 Lease/purchase payments 10.040.000 -300.000 9.740.000
210 Electronic office equipment 1.650.000 150.000 1.800.000
241 Telephone, telegraph, telex 358.000 -75.000 283.000

Court of Justice - Total 147.951.626 -2.475.000 150.000 145.626.626
1100 Basic salaries 37.405.935 -466.000 36.939.935
1101 Family allowances 3.402.449 -105.000 3.297.449
1102 Expatriation and foreign residence allowances (incl. Art.97 ECSC Staff Regs.) 6.006.470 -257.000 5.749.470
1103 Fixed allowances 203.000 -3.000 200.000
1130 Insurance against sickness 1.272.964 -35.000 1.237.964
1131 Insurance aganst accidents and occupational disease 327.593 -14.000 313.593
1132 Unemployment insurance for temporary staff 43.000 -1.000 42.000
115 Overtime 379.000 -21.000 358.000
1190 Weightings 1.000.000 -36.000 964.000
1191 Possible adjustments to remunerations 736.669 -736.669 0
206 Acquisition of immovable property 7.000.000 500.000 7.500.000

Court of Auditors - Total 84.753.280 -1.674.669 500.000 83.578.611
1100 Basic salaries 30.330.442 -406.436 29.924.006
115 Overtime 161.000 -60.000 101.000
1182 Installation, resettlement and transfer allowances 238.000 -182.000 56.000
1191 Provisional appropriation 554.064 -554.064 0
1891 Interpreter services 5.875.000 -1.046.000 4.829.000

Economic and Social Committee - Total 78.343.128 -2.248.500 0 76.094.628
2200 Movable property and associated costs 30.000 -17.000 13.000
2220 Vehicles 20.000 -5.000 15.000
2500 Meetings in general 40.000 -18.000 22.000
2600 Limited consultations, studies and surveys 10.000 -10.000 0

Ombudsman - Total 3.912.326 -50.000 0 3.862.326

Court of Justice

Ombudsman

Court of Auditors

Economic and 
Social Committee
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Section Line Heading BUDGET 2002 Reduction, 
PDSAB

Increase PDSAB PDSAB,m result 
2002

100 Salaries, allowances and payments related to salaries 235.000 -235.000 0
101 Accident and sickness insurance and other social security charges 12.000 -12.000 0
104 Missions expenses, travel expenses and other ancilliary expenditures 44.000 -44.000 0
105 Allowance and expenses on entering and leaving the service 73.000 -73.000 0
106 Courses 5.000 -5.000 0
109 Adjustments of emoluments 6.000 -6.000 0
1100 Basic salaries 104.000 -104.000 0
1101 Family allowances 14.000 -14.000 0
1102 Expatriation and foreign residence allowances (including art 97 of the ECSC 

Staff Regulation)
25.000 -25.000 0

1103 Secretarial allowance 2.000 -2.000 0
111 Other Staff 21.000 -21.000 0
112 Further training 5.000 -5.000 0
113 Sickness, accident, occupational disease and unemployement insurance and 

maintenance of pension rights
11.000 -11.000 0

114 Miscellaneous allowances and grants 7.000 -7.000 0
115 Overtime 1.000 -1.000 0
1175 Translation and interpretation costs 65.000 -65.000 0
1178 Support for activity 38.000 -38.000 0
118 Allowance and expenses in connection with officials entering and leaving the 

service and transfers
130.000 -130.000 0

119 Adjustements to salaries of officials and other servants 6.000 -6.000 0
130 Mission expenses, travel expenses and incidental expenditure 18.000 -18.000 0
170 Entertainment and representation expenses 1.000 -1.000 0
200 Rent, charges and buildings expenditures 58.000 -58.000 0
210 Equipment, operating costs and services relating to data processing 46.000 -46.000 0
211 Equipment, installation costs and services relating to telecommunications 10.000 -10.000 0
220 Movable property and associated costs 50.000 -50.000 0
223 Documentation and library expenditure 1.000 -1.000 0
230 Current administrative expenditures 15.000 -15.000 0
250 Meetings in general 9.000 -9.000 0
260 Limited consultations, studies and survey 2.000 -2.000 0
270 Expenditures on publishing and information 58.000 -58.000 0
10 0 Provisional appropriations 200.000 -200.000 0

EDPS - Total 1.272.000 -1.272.000 0 0

EDPS


